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high quality manufacturing worldwide.







MANUFACTURING
VIA REQUIRED
STANDARDS & CERTIFICATION



3A Makina Ltd, with an expertise exceeding 29 years, manufactures top quality industrial products concerning 

storage tanks, pressure vessels, mixers & agitators and vibrating systems.  Adopting absolute quality and 

right on time delivery principles has always been a key factor for utmost customer satisfaction and 

reliable engineering services.   

Supplying machines and industrial solutions to many branches worldwide, 3A Makina Ltd provides unique

service for its customers with its well-equipped team, engineering know-how, professional experience and 

flexible production capabilities.  

ISO 9001 quality management system has been completely implemented since 2005 which secures customer 

focused approach and quality-based vision while serving clients from different continents and different 

countries across the world.

For more info visit www.3amakina.com

about us





3A Makina Ltd facility is located in Tuzla Organized Industrial Zone, one of Turkey’s largest districts for heavy industry 

and production. The current plant was opened in 2009. It has an enclosed production hall of 4000 square meters and 

an additional office area of 500 square meters for administrative and engineering operations which enables us to maintain

all business activities under one roof.  

As a result of integrated working environment and modern manufacturing infrastructure, we proudly present superior 

quality products to the market meeting special demands. Besides, wide range of tailor made projects completed so 

far exhibits our worldwide expertise.

For more info visit  www.3amakina.com

the facility



storage tanks agitators

We are providing delivery of quality stainless steel or carbon 

steel tanks. We strive to offer complete customer satisfaction 

with our competitive pricing and expert craftsmanship. Each of 

our tanks is finely crafted and passes through a rigid series of 

quality control checkpoints before shipment.  

Special features of our tanks include dimpled cooling jackets 

and cost-effective cladding that ensure precise temperature 

control.

Our industrial mixers and blenders, so called agitators, are used to 

mix or blend a wide range of materials used in different 

industries including the food, chemical, pharmaceutical, 

plastic and mineral industries.   

They are mainly used to mix different materials using different 

types of blades to make a good quality homogeneous mixture.



clarifiers pressure vessels

Our clarifiers are settling tanks built with mechanical means for 

continuous removal of solids being deposited by sedimentation.  

They are generally used to remove solid particulates or suspended 

solids from liquid for clarification and  thickening.  

Pressure vessels are probably the most widespread “machines” 

within the different industrial sectors.

In fact, there is no factory without pressure vessels.

More specifically, pressure vessels represent fundamental 

components in many sectors of enormous industrial 

importance.



main industries we serve



food industry

chemical industry construction industry

water treatment industry

storage tanks 

vibrating separators

vibrating spiral conveyors

storage tanks 

mixers & agitators 

reactors 

dissolvers

storage tanks 

vibrating separators

vibrating spiral conveyors 

special purpose steel productions

rapid pressure sand filters 
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mixers & agitators 

grit separators 

package type water treatment units 

filter presses 

surface aerators 
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